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About holding

Sigma Group of Companies was founded in 1991 as a production and trading company. Today, the Sigma Group of
Companies is the largest agro-industrial holding in the Ural District and the Republic of Bashkortostan. The main
activity of the holding is the production and sale of vegetable oil and its processed products with a total production
volume of 380 000 mt. of vegetable oil and 332 000 mt. of granulated meal per year. The group of companies includes:
oil extraction plants of LLC "Chishminsky" and LLC "Elevator", elevators for storing raw materials, as well as a plant for
the production of packaged vegetable oil.



Oil extraction plant «Elevator» LLC

The oil extraction plant of LLC "Elevator" produces the main part of the pressed oil intended for sale to
the company's partners. The plant is located in the Republic of Bashkortostan, the city of Kumertau.
LLC "Elevator" is a modern large-scale investment project of the Sigma Group of Companies. The plant
was put into operation in 2015 using the most modern energy-saving technologies, works on
European equipment, which makes it possible to produce oil with a low content of oxidation products
and phospholipids. The innovative production site allows processing up to 520 000 mt. of sunflower
seeds per year. The volume of pressed sunflower oil produced by the MEZ reaches 230 000 mt. per
year. The volume of sunflower meal reaches 200 000 mt. per year. The main sales channel of the
manufactured products is the export direction.



Oil extraction plant «Chishminsky MEZ» LLC

The plant is located in the Republic of Bashkortostan, R. P. Chishmy. The plant specializes in the production of unrefined
and refined deodorized sunflower oil, as well as processed products based on sunflower seeds and rapeseed.
"Chishminsky MEZ" entered the structure of the holding in 2006 and was qualitatively modernized. The volume of
processing of sunflower seeds of the plant reaches up to 340 000 mt. per year. The plant has launched a shop for
processing and deodorizing vegetable oil with a capacity of 108 000 mt. per year, a shop for granulating meal. The
annual production of vegetable oil reaches 150 000 mt. of vegetable oil and 132 000 mt. of sunflower meal. The
vegetable oil produced at the Chishminsky oil extraction plant is sent to the company's partners for the production of
margarine, mayonnaise, as well as for the production of bottled sunflower oil inside the holding.



Plant for the refinement and deodorization 
of vegetable oils «Sigma» LLC

It is located in the Chelyabinsk region, Kopeysk. The plant became the first production site in the structure of the holding.

The plant was built in 1999. In 2004, the plant carried out a technological re-equipment of its production assets (ALFA

LAVAL, Sweden). Refined oil production facilities have been put into operation (production capacity of 90 000 mt. per

year). In 2007, two new lines for the production of bottled oil (SIPA Italy) were put into operation. This allowed us to

bring the level of production of bottled oil to 84 000 mt. per year. The warehouse of the plant is equipped with four

loading points for vehicles and three points for servicing railway rolling stock.



Grain storage complexes

Surgut feed mill, located in
Samara region, p. Surgut.

Founded in 1934, entered the
holding structure in 2010. The
result of the merger was the
accelerated construction and
commissioning of the second
stage - the extraction workshop
and the CHP.

The modernization made it
possible to provide capacity for
the simultaneous storage of
sunflower seeds - 50 000 mt.

Platovsky elevator , located in
Orenburg region.

Joined the structure in 2016. Since
the incorporation of the Platovsky
elevator into the structure of the
«Sigma» Group of Companies, the
enterprise has been modernized.
Grain storage capacities were
increased, equipment was
modernized.

Currently, the Platovskiy
elevator is able to store sunflower up
to 21 000 mt.

Complex for grain storage
Sharlyksky, located in vil. Privetlivy,
Orenburg region.

The elevator was built from
scratch in the Sharlyk district of the
Orenburg region and put into
operation in October 2019.

The company is actively
accepting and storing sunflower
seeds of 35 000 mt. at a time.



Grain storage complexes

Saraktash elevator (located in Saraktash vil, 
Orenburg region) 
The elevator has become an additional platform 
for collecting and storing sunflower seeds for the 
needs of Sigma Group of Companies and 
performs a strategically important function -
providing the company's oil extraction plants 
with raw materials for the marketing season. This 
enterprise is active, has a developed 
infrastructure for working with suppliers of 
sunflower seeds. The capacity for one-time 
storage of sunflower is 50 000 mt.

Khlebnaya Baza 39 (located Lenki Station Altaisky reg.).

The enterprise is a complex of three seed warehouses 
and an elevator. The enterprise boasts the seed storage
capacity of 200,000 tons at a time. The enterprise is
equipped with highly productive dryers. In addition to the 
possibility of shipment of seeds by road, the company has 
the ability to ship them by rail, For this purpose the 
enterprise has an industrial approach railway line.



Transport
«Sigma» Group of Companies has its own railway rolling stock for transportation, which includes:

Railway tanks with a loading capacity of up to 68 tons – 300 pcs.
Hoppers (bunker freight cars) – 350 pcs.

An important technological link in the activities of the «Sigma» group of companies is the motor
transport workshop, the purpose of which is to provide plants with sunflower seeds, supply the plant
with vegetable oils for processing, and supply customers with crude unrefined and refined oil.

Own fleet of 150 vehicles. The fleet is represented by such brands as: «Volvo», «Scania»,
«Mercedes», «MAZ». For transportation of raw materials, «Schmitz» and «MEGA» semitrailers are used,
as well as finished products «Sespel», «Feldbinder», «Burg», «Magyar». The average age of operating
equipment is 3-5 years.



Production. Trade marks

В2В В2С

Sunflower weight unrefined oil; 
Sunflower weight refined oil 
Rapeseed weight unrefined oil

Processed products: 
Sunflower granulated meal 
Rapeseed meal 
Soapstock of light vegetable oils 
Sunflower husk

Refined oil
Unrefined oil
Corn oil
Sunflower-olive mix



100 Best Goods of Russia

The organizer of the regional stage of the
All-Russian competition «100 Best Products of
Russia» is the State Regional Center for
Standardization, Metrology and Testing in the
Chelyabinsk Region, which is also the
coordinator of the work of members of the
expert commission. The products and services
presented for the competition are considered
for compliance with a whole range of
requirements.

Experts take into account the absence of
complaints from consumers and regulatory
authorities, including in terms of safety,
reliability, warranty periods, etc. Positive
feedback from consumers and procuring
organizations is also taken into account. The
prices of products and services are taken into
account in comparison with similar goods and
services, availability to a wide range of
consumers!

In 2021, by decision of the Council of Organizers of the Program, the title of Laureate of the contest «100 Best
Goods of Russia» was awarded to the unrefined oil «Korona Izobiliya». Refined oil «Korona Izobiliya» became a
Diploma winner of the competition. For the achievement of high results in improving the quality of products by the
decision of the Regional Quality Commission, the head of the laboratory of «Sigma» LLC was awarded with the
Badge of Excellence.



Distribution



Certificate HASSP



«Sigma» LLC:

28 Pobedy St. , Kopeisk city, Chelyabinsk Region, Russia, 456604

Phone/Fax: +7 (351) 225-31-68           +7 (35139) 7-51-49

E-mail: info@tdsigma.ru
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